
FIGURE (Table) 7

A SCHEDULE OF HOLOCENE PERIODS STARTING 14,000
BEFORE THE PRESENT (BP)*

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Number of
Suggested Years before Years B.C. Duration Number of Key events
Name present to A.D. in years memorial

generations**

0. Pangea Before 14,000 Before 12,000 -- -- Land-covered globe...
Canopy clouds 
...Greenhouse world...
hominids.. full shallow
marine and terrestrial
biosphere.

I. Urania 14,000 to 11,500 12,000 to 9,500 2,500 50 Deluges form ice caps
and flood...
breakup of sky canopies
...homo sapiens
schizotypicalis appears...
ecumenical culture...
Uranus-Heaven  religion.

II. Lunaria 11,500 to 8,000 9,500 to 6,000 3,500 70 Global explosion and
cleavage...  Moon eruption
...ocean basins
formed and filled...displaced
continents ...biosphere
quasi-extermination...
peoples isolated and
fully traumatized...lunar
worship.



III. Saturnia 8,000 to 5,700 6,000 to 3,700 2,300 46 Biosphere multiplies...cloudy 
atmosphere...settled
continents..expansion
of regional
cultures...rich
technology...Saturn worship.

IV. Jovea 5,700 to 4,400 3,700 to 2,400 1,300 26 Noachian shelf floods
and high  tides...
Lightning and cleared skies ...
New ice caps form...severe
seasons...dry climates...
eastward move ments from 
“Atlantis” to Egypt and E. 
Mediterranean...Empires 
form amidst widespread 
conflict... Jupiter worship.

V. Mercuria 4,400 to 3,450 2,400 to 1,450 950 19 New global tilts...Apollo and 
Mercury disasters...Pyramid 
age...large new civilizations in
Mediterranean, India, China, 
and Caribbean...  Olympian 
family worship.

VI. Venusia 3,450 to 2,775 1,450 to 775 675 13.5 Devastation of globe by 
protoplanet Venus...religions 
and cultures reduced and 
remodelled... Venus 
worship...large petroleum 
fall-out.

VII. Martia 2,775 to 1,600 775 to 400 A.D. 1,175 23.5 Mars devastates Earth, 
Moon, and Venus...warlike 
cultures promoted...Toltecs, 
Myceneans and Etruscans 
reduced...Mars worship.



VIII. Solaria 1,600 to 0 400 to 2,000 1,600 32 Settling of present solar 
system... secularization, 
philosophy and empirical 
sciences...synthetic religions.

* Present is set at A.D. 2,000 By “years” is meant present solar years. Most of the dates are speculative estimates, as all
pre-historic dates must still be.

** Fifty years = One Memorial Generation = the number of present solar years of difference between a presumed elderly story-teller
(priest) and youngest members of the group who hear the stories [1].This is considered a truer measure of the transmission time
between generations than the “reproductive generation” which would be in the range of 15 to 30 years. In 14,000 years [2] there have
been a total of 280 memorial generations.
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